Organizational Change

1. Organizational Change (as at 1st of July 2013)

※Only the main changes are listed here.

<Automotive Hose Business Unit>
In order to strengthen our business foundation, the "Komaki Automotive Hose Production Division" and the "Matsusaka Automotive Hose Production Division" will be reorganized, and restructured according to product type into the "Rubber Hose Business Division", the "Resin Hose Business Division", and the "Equipment Hose Business Division".

<Industrial Hose Business Unit>
In order to the work partitioning between our equipment hose business and our conveyance hose business, the "Industrial Hose Engineering Department" and the "Industrial Hose Production Department" will be reorganized, and restructured into the "Equipment Hose Business Division" and the "Conveyance Hose Business Division".
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